NEBHE’s online *Journal* includes the provocative perspectives and thoughtful analysis of key issues that characterized *The New England Journal of Higher Education* throughout its 25-year print run, with the added immediacy and interactivity of daily updates and dynamic content.

As the platform for the online *Journal*, NEBHE’s website serves as a portal for all things related to New England higher education and its vital role in powering the region’s human capital and innovative economy. Our rich collection of content includes:

- Long- and short-form commentary and analysis, including higher education news from Washington, D.C. and state capitals
- Campus news and events in *Newslink* and via Twitter and other social media
- *NEJHE NewsBlast*, a weekly email digest highlighting notable news and features in the online *Journal* and other news around NEBHE
- Current and past *NEJHE* articles, reader comments and dialogue, including a complete archive of full past issues
- Exclusive statistics on critical higher education data in New England and beyond
- Video of the proceedings of NEBHE conferences and events
- Links to NEBHE programs and partners
- Easy sharing of articles to social media.

For more information, contact:
John O. Harney, Executive Editor
jharney@nebhe.org

Read it all at [www.nebhe.org](http://www.nebhe.org)